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Psychophysics with rating scales

The following series of simulations checks how much better our estimate of d’ is
going to be in a detection task when using a graded scale (for example the 4C
case: no, maybe no, maybe yes, yes) versus a non−graded yes/no 2C scale

This is done by simulating 100 detection trials in which half the trials have
signal = 1 and half have signal = 0

We assume that the internal response is generated by r = signal + epsilon where
epsilon ~ N(0,sigma^2), and sigma^2 = 1 unless otherwise specified. The
response is generated by using either one or multiple thresholds.

The free parameters to be estimated are the threshold(s) and sigma
(corresponding to d’). Geoff suggested using Maximum Likelihood to find the
thresholds. This certainly works in the case of one threshold (probit regression)
but it’s unclear that it will work for multiple thresholds. Thus, we use MCMC to
estimate the full posterior probability distribution and verify whether it is "nice
enough" to justify using ML.

addpath( ’~/SharedDocuments/Patrick/matlabtbx/dram/’ );
addpath( ’~/SharedDocuments/Patrick/matlabtbx/dram/utils’ );

Is the likelihood nice?

Show the likelihood of the difference between the second and first threshold in
the 3AFC case when the two are close to each other or far away

crits1 = [−Inf,−.5,.5,1.5];
crits2 = [−Inf,.25,.5,.75];

sigma = 1;
ntrials = 100;
s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;



n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;

Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits1);
y1 = sum(Y,2)−1;

Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;

[results thechain] = estimatePoi(y1,s);
subplot(1,2,1);
hist(thechain(:,2));
s1 = std(thechain(:,2));

subplot(2,2,1);hist(thechain(:,2),25);
title( ’hist of delta threshold, large’ );
subplot(2,2,2);plot(thechain(:,2),thechain(:,3), ’.’ )
xlabel( ’delta thresh’ );
ylabel( ’sigma’ );
title( ’samples from likelihood’ );

median(thechain(:,2))
mean(thechain(:,2))

[results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);
s2 = std(thechain(:,2));

[s1,s2]
subplot(2,2,3);hist(thechain(:,2),25);
title( ’hist of delta threshold, small’ );median(thechain(:,2))
mean(thechain(:,2))
subplot(2,2,4);plot(thechain(:,2),thechain(:,3), ’.’ )
xlabel( ’delta thresh’ );
ylabel( ’sigma’ );
title( ’samples from likelihood’ );

median(thechain(:,2))
mean(thechain(:,2))



Result

Generally, when the difference between the two thresholds is small, the
distribution of the difference as captured by the likelihood has a few outliers to
the right. Generally, the mean and the median will be different in the latter case

Does it help?

Show an example of the same data with 2 or 4C

crits1 = [−Inf, .5];
crits2 = [−Inf,−.5,.5,1.5];

sigma = 1;
ntrials = 100;
s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;
n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;

Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits1);
y1 = sum(Y,2)−1;

Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;



[results thechain] = estimatePoi(y1,s);
hist(thechain(:,2));
s1 = std(thechain(:,end));

subplot(2,1,1);hist(1./thechain(:,end),25);
title( ’hist of sigma, 2C’ );

median(thechain(:,2))
mean(thechain(:,2))

[results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);
s2 = std(thechain(:,end));

[s1,s2]
subplot(2,1,2);hist(1./thechain(:,end),25);
title( ’hist of sigma, 4C’ );

Results

It’s almost always better to use 4C than 2C.

How much does it help?

Let’s see how this varies with the position of the first and third threshold relative to the middle



N = 50;
ds = ones(N,1)*(.1:.2:2);
ds = ds(:);
stds = zeros(length(ds),1);
for  ii = 1:length(ds)
    if  ds(ii) ~= 0
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5−ds(ii),.5,.5+ds(ii)];
    else
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5];
    end
    sigma = 1;
    ntrials = 100;
    s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;
    n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;

    Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
    y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;

    [results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);
    s1 = std(thechain(:,end));
    stds(ii) = s1;
end

clf;
dsm = unique(ds);
stdsm = mean(reshape(stds,N,length(dsm)));
plot(ds,stds, ’.’ ,dsm,stdsm, ’MarkerSize’ ,10);
ylim(quantile(stds,[.1,.9]));
title( ’sample standard deviation for 1/sigma’ );
xlabel( ’delta threshold from mid’ );
ylabel( ’sd of standard deviation estimate’ );



Results

The quality increases by a factor of about 25% for the optimal delta threshold for
d’ = 1. The quality is best ~1 − 1.2

How does this vary with sigma?

Let’s try for sigma = 0.5

sigma = .5;
N = 50;
ds = ones(N,1)*(.1:.2:2);
ds = ds(:);
stds = zeros(length(ds),1);
for  ii = 1:length(ds)
    if  ds(ii) ~= 0
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5−ds(ii),.5,.5+ds(ii)];
    else
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5];
    end
    ntrials = 100;
    s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;
    n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;



    Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
    y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;

    [results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);
    s1 = std(thechain(:,end));
    stds(ii) = s1;
end

clf;
dsm = unique(ds);
stdsm = mean(reshape(stds,N,length(dsm)));
plot(ds,stds, ’.’ ,dsm,stdsm, ’MarkerSize’ ,10);

ylim(quantile(stds,[.1,.9]));
title( ’sample standard deviation for 1/sigma’ );
xlabel( ’delta threshold from mid’ );
ylabel( ’sd of standard deviation estimate’ );

How does this vary with sigma?

Let’s try for sigma =2

sigma = 2;



N = 50;
ds = ones(N,1)*(.1:.2:2);
ds = ds(:);
stds = zeros(length(ds),1);
for  ii = 1:length(ds)
    if  ds(ii) ~= 0
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5−ds(ii),.5,.5+ds(ii)];
    else
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5];
    end
    ntrials = 100;
    s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;
    n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;

    Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
    y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;

    [results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);
    s1 = std(thechain(:,end));
    stds(ii) = s1;
end

clf;
dsm = unique(ds);
stdsm = mean(reshape(stds,N,length(dsm)));
plot(ds,stds, ’.’ ,dsm,stdsm, ’MarkerSize’ ,10);
ylim(quantile(stds,[.1,.9]));
title( ’sample standard deviation for 1/sigma’ );
xlabel( ’delta threshold from mid’ );
ylabel( ’sd of standard deviation estimate’ );



How does this vary when using a 3C task?

Intuitively, in a 3C task, sigma might be estimated more efficiently when in a
sweet spot between delta = 0 and delta = inf. So what is it?

sigma = 1;
N = 50;
ds = ones(N,1)*(.1:.1:1.5);
ds = ds(:);
stds = zeros(length(ds),1);
for  ii = 1:length(ds)
    if  ds(ii) ~= 0
        crits2 = [−Inf,−ds(ii),ds(ii)];
    else
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5];
    end
    ntrials = 100;
    s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;
    n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;

    Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
    y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;

    [results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);



    s1 = std(thechain(:,end));
    stds(ii) = s1;
end

clf;
dsm = unique(ds);
stdsm = mean(reshape(stds,N,length(dsm)));
plot(ds,stds, ’.’ ,dsm,stdsm, ’MarkerSize’ ,10);
ylim(quantile(stds,[.1,.9]));
title( ’sample standard deviation for 1/sigma’ );
xlabel( ’delta threshold from mid’ );
ylabel( ’sd of standard deviation estimate’ );

Repeat with sigma = .5

sigma = .5;
N = 50;
ds = ones(N,1)*(.1:.1:1.5);
ds = ds(:);
stds = zeros(length(ds),1);
for  ii = 1:length(ds)
    if  ds(ii) ~= 0
        crits2 = [−Inf,−ds(ii),ds(ii)];



    else
        crits2 = [−Inf,.5];
    end
    ntrials = 100;
    s = rand(ntrials,1)<1/2;
    n = randn(ntrials,1)*sigma;

    Y = bsxfun(@gt,s+n,crits2);
    y2 = sum(Y,2)−1;

    [results thechain] = estimatePoi(y2,s);
    s1 = std(thechain(:,end));
    stds(ii) = s1;
end

clf;
dsm = unique(ds);
stdsm = mean(reshape(stds,N,length(dsm)));
plot(ds,stds, ’.’ ,dsm,stdsm, ’MarkerSize’ ,10);
ylim(quantile(stds,[.1,.9]));
title( ’sample standard deviation for 1/sigma’ );
xlabel( ’delta threshold from mid’ );
ylabel( ’sd of standard deviation estimate’ );
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